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INTRODUCTION
Work package 5 “Innovation through high-tech SMEs” has the aim of validating the blueprint by
identifying a number of potential SmartFarming spin-offs or start-ups, coaching them using the
blueprint, demonstrating the best solutions/products on farm and feedback the experience into the
blueprint for its validation (and/or improvement).
In particular, the work package has the following four objectives:
1. Identification of valorisation of additional promising PLF technologies in SMEs and
research labs
2. Coaching teams in valorisation of existing technology in the field of PLF through spin-off
creation
3. Demonstration of valuable PLF application through developed prototypes
4. Creation of four spin-offs
To this end, the team made up from experienced initial stage coaches (idea -> start-up) and
innovation managers (start-up->business success) set out to identify about ten teams in Europe with
SmartFarming technologies that seem commercially viable. According to the coaching/spin off ratio
of partners Xenon and MM Corporation, 10 teams are necessary to guarantee the desired 4 spinoffs, spin-outs or start-ups.
Teams will then enter into a competition and the best four will be provided with a total of 100,000€
funding for on-farm demonstrations of their technology.
The basic timeline is
• Team selection Nov 2012-Oct 2013
• Coaching and prototype development, Nov 2013-April 2015
• Creation and valorisation of start-ups, Nov 2013-Oct 2015
This contribution wishes to provide insight into the activity and report our first findings from the
selection of teams throughout Europe.
Team selection methodology:
The process for attracting new teams with promising technologies is based on (1) organisation of
local innovation days, (2) a competition formula for breadboard development financing, and (3) a
coaching offering by experienced entrepreneurs. Four mayor university cities were selected, based
on presence of a large group of PhD students in different technology domains, and presence of a
project partner in the region. Wageningen, Leuven, Barcelona and Milan were selected initially to
organise SmartFarming Innovation days.
After the initial experience, we believe a successful format of a SmartFarming innovation day is:
1. About 2h of presentations with
a. Introduction to SmartFarming and examples of available technologies
b. The coaching methodology
c. Case study of a successful SmartFarming spin-off
d. Requirements for participation in EU-PLF
e. Questions and answers
2. Buffet lunch to break the ice. Coaches directly approach attendants to engage in
conversations about the participants’ work
3. Dedicated in-depth conversations with those groups that would like to participate (about
20min for each group)
www.eu-plf.eu
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The information also served as a preliminary selection for the different teams. The events were held
exclusively in English for two reasons: (1) a team that wishes to be coached needs to speak good
enough English to communicate with the coaches and (2) a SmartFarming offering that does not
target at least the European market is not considered to be viable1.
The target audience was selected using a general mailing campaign towards the different PhD
students at the university and local companies active in research. Significant efforts were spent on
attempting to contact individual candidates by email. The general approach of inviting
University,research centre services and high tech companies in this area did not give the expected
return. Thus, individual email addresses of PhD candidates had to be extracted from
University/research centre websites, local organisation acting in the area of research were directly
contacted and were asked to mail the invitation of the Smartfarming Innovation days and individual
potential researchers were extracted from specific member/mailing lists. It was a quite laborious
process, but after a quite negative response to our first invitation round the changed prospecting
strategy resulted into a positive and impressive participation list.
A project brochure and an application form (making the intake discussion easy)were designed and
sent by email to each participant. The participants were asked to fill in these application forms, if
possible before or during the Smartfarming Innovation day. So,the teams who could make it to the
presentation, were prepared to initiate the coaching process directly.
This resulted in very productive Smartfarming Innovation days. See for example the (confidential)
report of the Barcelona SmarFarming Innovation day March 7: Minutes Barcelona SmarFarming
Innovation day March 7.PDF
Running competition methodology:
As explained above, the EU-PLF project has reserved a certain amount of funding for the selection
of about four on-farm demonstration activities for spin-offs that are coached by EU-PLF. The
selection of the winners will be left to members of a professional external jury/funding board. The
process of setting up a selection board has started.
The EU-PLF project strongly believes that one of the weakest points in building a SmartFarming
service sector will be market access. One possible solution is the collaboration of high-tech SMEs
with market leaders where the start-ups provide new technologies and services, whereas the market
leader provides the market access. We consider interest from such market leaders in the new
technology essential and will require participating groups to provide evidence of such interest to the
funding board.
Coaching methodology:
The methodology that will be used for the coaching process is based on a successful formula
developed by SO Kwadraat (Spin-Off Kwadraat vzw). This not-for-profit organisation has coached
over the last 8 years 200 teams, of which 70 started their own high-tech company. Most of these
start-ups are based on a team of PhD students. All companies are active in Europe, and 50% is
active worldwide. This underlines the importance of high-tech companies for export and
internationalisation.
1

However, the initial information to Technology Transfer offices and similar institutions was delivered in local
languages because we felt that for these gatekeepers the same conditions do not apply.
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Coaching potential spin-offs is a sensitive business. Coaches from SO Kwadraat follow a written
code of conduct (available on the website), so that a clear and transparent behaviour of the coaches
is guaranteed. The objective is to help creating sustainable new high-tech companies and to
maximize the survival chances of the new companies. This also maximises the number of newly
created employment opportunities and hence the return on investment for society.
The coaching methodology starts with an evaluation of the team. Is there a motivated dream team
present? Motivation of the team to start-up a company is the most important non-scientific criterion
that is evaluated. In a second phase, the technology is screened in detail. Is it a mature and proven
technology or is there still a long way to go to productise the technology? Taking into account the
capabilities of the team and the potential of the technology, a first business concept is drafted. This
business concept is evaluated in the market through presentations at potential customers. Feedback
from these presentations is then brought back into the coaching process and the initial business
concept is adjusted. In some cases the business concept is completely re-considered. In most of the
cases, however, the business concept undergoes an evolution towards a market validated concept.
This is an iterative procedure and lasts until the point where all involved are comfortable about
feasibility, market and finances. This comfort level is monitored through a risk assessment
procedure and an evaluation matrix. If the comfort level is high within the team and with the coach,
business and financial plans are written, where the financial plan indicates the required capital. In
case of a clear business concept, strong market interest optimally expressed in a first customer order
and a strong team, it will be relatively easy to find money on the market (FFF: Family, Fools and
Friends, Business Angels or VCs). Statistical analysis of start-up success factors on SO Kwadraat
data indicates that if a company can be started with relatively little money (< 250.000 euro), the
survival rate increases dramatically compared to capital intensive start-ups.
The evaluation matrix indicates the actual readiness of the pre-starters to set-up their own company.
A number of topics is evaluated here, such as situation of relevant intellectual property (IP) and
product status. The IP can be patented, resulting in a high score (10), or a freedom to operate
investigation can be ongoing, resulting in a low score (4). In order to get green light for the creation
of the high-tech company from the coach, a global 80% score on the different criteria must be
achieved.
Besides the status tracking of a project through the evaluation matrix, a risk assessment is
performed. This risk assessment evaluates the financial, IP, market, technology and human
resources risk of the project. The multiplication of all these risk factors results in the overall
company risk index. This risk index should be higher than 80%, indicating that the 3-year survival
chances of the company will be higher than 80%.
The coach makes another final evaluation: he or she tries to answer the question: “under the given
conditions would I personally start-up this company? “ If the answer is yes, the risk assessment is
positive and the evaluation matrix scores higher than 80%, the coach will suggest to the team to
start-up the company.
The objective in the framework of the EU-PLF project is to coach 10 teams, and to support the
creation of 4 new high-tech ventures.
Preparation of results and recommendations:
After initial deliberation, the team chose four locations for the first events based on the following
criteria:
www.eu-plf.eu
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- research activity in the region on PLF,
- presence of important livestock farming activities in the region,
- presence of a project partner in the region.
The chosen locations are Barcelona, Wageningen, Milan and Leuven.
Further it was decided to go for a sequential improvement approach, meaning that results of one
event are analysed before the next event is organised. This allows us to optimize the organisation
and content of the events and improve our motivation of spin-off candidates.
The first event was planned in Barcelona and effectively organized on March 7th, 2013. Substantial
efforts were made to ensure a good audience. We made contact with Barcelona Activa, a
governmentally-run incubator in Barcelona, which allowed us to organize the event in their
facilities. An intensive market search was performed in order to find potential participants from the
farming industry, the academic world and the technological industry. This was done through
telephone calls, personal visits and via internet. Following groups/people were contacted:
- 12 technology transfer offices of universities all over Spain
- 250 Direct e-mails to researchers in ICT, mechatronics, sensor technology,
biotechnology, agriculture, targeting in particular PhD students
- 150 high tech start-ups through Barcelona Activa
- 5000 technological entrepreneurs (through Barcelona Activa)
- 1000 technological SMEs (through Barcelona Activa)
In total 20 highly interested participants attended the seminar. All of them were very motivated and
had ideas or worked in areas related to SmartFarming. Following the individual interviews, 9 out of
the 20 participants filed a project information document, including basic information on potential
projects they would like to work on. This resulted in following conclusion after the first event
- 2 direct coaching team candidates
- 3 possible coaching cases, under exploration.
- 2 projects not evaluated as Smart Farming target
- 2 possible teams to do further analysis and send more information.
In general, the evaluation of the Barcelona event and obtained results were seen as very positive by
our team. We concluded to continue on the same path for the next events, with minor changes in the
program.
Through University of Wageningen, a partner in the EU-PLF project, a second event was organised
in Wageningen end of May 2013. With 13 participants, resulting in 2 direct coaching team
candidates, 1 strong candidate from who more information was required and a number of possible
coaching cases, under exploration.
Through University of Milan, a partner in the EU-PLF project, a third event in Milan was organized
mid June 2013. With 21 participants, resulting in 1 direct coaching team candidates, 2 strong
candidate from who more information is required and a number of possible coaching cases, under
exploration.
After the event in Leuven we obtained 7 direct candidates for coaching. So, the ultimate goal to
have four selected teams going for valorisation of existing technology in the field of PLF through
spin-off creation, looks realisable. We monitor this process closely and further actions will be
discussed in time.
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Together with one coaching candidate who applied directly, this brings us after 4 events to
following results:
- 17 direct candidates for coaching
- 6 strong candidates already under coaching.
Coaching requirements:
As a first step of the coaching process, the teams are asked to fill in a detailed project description
sheet. This is a detailed project description, related to all different aspects of business creation:
- Project description
- Market and sector data
- Status of development
- Intellectual Property
- Business model
- Currently invested effort
- Estimated effort to realize project
- Team
- SWOT analysis of strengths and weaknesses (internal), opportunities and risks (external)
- References
Successful Events:
After the organised SmartFarming innovations days, we can conclude that bringing technology to
farms is not per se an attractive proposition for PhD students or other potential entrepreneurs related
to universities and research centres. Heavy direct marketing of the event in Barcelona resulted in
little more attendance than indirect marketing as practised in Wageningen or Milan. We assume that
the main reason for this behaviour is the lack of role models, i.e. the lack of successful start-ups or
spin-offs in the SmartFarming sector. Quite understandably some candidates needed convincing that
animal farming is a potentially interesting sector to engage in compared to other uses of their
technology.
However, for our purposes the events organised so far were rather successful, because the people
that do show up at the events are highly focussed, in general already quite knowledgeable and very
motivated to enter a business coaching process. The subsection of entrepreneurs with potential
SmartFarming applications are generally in need of better understanding how to prepare and start a
successful business. Most if not all candidates came from the engineering side and have had no
business training during their education.
Advertisement, leaflets and marketing :
To reach to the teams and obtain their attention some marketing actions were made internally in
order to present our Task 5.1 as an attractive event for the possible technological candidates.
We designed attractive leaflets, web landing pages and documentation in different languages to
reach the target audience. Some help was provided by WP7 – Dissemination to obtain the
mentioned result.
Target Areas:
Mechatronics, ICT, Sensor technologies, Bio-technologies, agricultural sciences, medicine, etc...
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Confidentiality:
Given the highly confidential nature of the activity, the SME Drive can only provide generalised
information. We will list mainly the country, the general application area and the status for each of
the teams under consideration.
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Coaching Teams and Road Shows Results:
Country

status process

status team

Company activity

History

1**

Coaching/prototype
development

company founded

pig weight measurements

Back-up

Coaching

company founded

energy management

stopped

concept definition

vision software

4 coaching
sessions
3 coaching
sessions
2 coaching
sessions

robotics and automation

1 coaching session

Brown fat replacement

1 coaching session

Spain

Netherlands
2

Coaching

3**

Coaching

prototype
development
Prototype
development

Milan
4

stopped

prototype

sensor system for bio analysis

5

scouting

concept definition

automatic injection system

6*

coaching

prototype

cow welfare monitoring system

1 coaching session

7**

coaching

prototype

infrared cow inspection

1 coaching session

3 coaching session

Leuven
8

stopped

9**

coaching

concept definition

10*

scouting

prototype

11*

scouting

concept definition

cow localization system
sensor network for animal
detection
infrared animal motion tracking
system

12**

coaching

prototype

lameness detection sensor

5 coaching
sessions`

13*

scouting

concept definition

heartbeat monitor

1 intake meeting

14*

scouting

Tbd

1 intake meeting

disposable sensor

2 coaching
sessions

1 intake meeting

UK
15**
16*

coaching

concept definition

scouting

concept definition

stopped

sound analysis
lameness detection

1 coaching session

Registration of drug application

1 coaching session

Denmark
17*

coaching

*

coaching

**

possible spin-off

concept/prototype

SME-DRIVE Team continuing to coach:
In spite of having met with the initial goal of 10 teams to be coached, the group decided to continue
prospecting. By using video conferencing as a tool in the coaching process, some efforts can be
streamlined, so that the team is confident that with its time allowance it can coach the teams that are
now under consideration.
Competition:
The running competition will be started in the near future, since some of the teams are keen to enter
the competition now and later it would likely not make any sense for them. Two candidates for the
jury have been identified and the procedure for the competition designed. As soon as the Project
Management Group gives its green light, the competition will be put into place.
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The group decided to suggest to the jurors that the following information would be made available
to them:
- 5 page compact business plan
- Indication of market support in the form of a supporting statement from possible
industry partners with market access, groups of clients (i.e. associations of target clients)
or clients large enough
- Detailed budget for an amount of 20-25,000€
- The budget request of the teams should not include personnel costs (i.e. we will not be
paying for man-hours).

www.eu-plf.eu
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APPENDIX 1: MOTIVATIONAL LEAFLETS
Motivational leaflets were developed together with partner EEAP. They were first produced in
English and then translated by partners into Spanish and Catalan for the first Innovation Day.
Based on the experience of the first meeting, it was estimated that additional translations should not
be undertaken.
Shown in the following are the two page version in English that was later converted into a one page
version by omitting the first page. We also show the versions written and disseminated in different
European Languages like Spanish and Catalan.

>>>
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APPENDIX 2: QUESTIONNAIRE

Bright Farm by Precision Livestock Farming
Aimed to precision livestock farming in Europe
STARTING A HIGH TECH BUSINESS RELATED TO SMARTFARMING(PLF)
YOUR PROJECT INFORMATION
Please write in a separate paper or fill in the present form.
Your Project name
Company name (*)
Address
Contact person name
Contact person function
Contact person tel
Contact person email
Project description
(max 300 words)
Team members: number
+ short function
description
Business plan
Status of product
development

Intellectual property

(Can be written on the back)

1. None
2. First draft
3. Well developed
Please comment:
1. None
2. Prototype under development 3. First prototype
ready
Please comment:
1. Not protected
2. Can be protected
3. Patented
Please comment:
(Can be written on the back)

Other comments

(*) If you do not have already a company name, leave blank the line

Please send to: plf@abrox.org
DISCLAIMER
The content of this document is CONFIDENTIAL.
No part of this document may be reproduced in any form.
Each recipient of this document agrees to treat it in a confidential manner, and not to disclose any of the information
contained herein without the prior written consent of the project responsible.
The views expressed in this publication are the sole responsibility of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the European Commission. Neither the European Commission nor any person acting on behalf of the
Commission is responsible for the use, which might be made of the information. The information in this document is
provided as is and no guarantee or warranty is given that the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user
thereof uses the information at its sole risk and liability.
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APPENDIX 3: EXAMPLE WEB INSCRIPTION PAGE
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APPENDIX 4: QUESTIONNAIRE in preparation of coaching traject
Most important information
Projectdescription
- Activity /Product /service/ application:
- History:
- Description of potential spin-off company:
Market- en Sectordata
- Market-description:
- Market-players:
- Market-potential:
- Competition:
- Specific market characteristics /unique selling proposition:
- Alternative applications:
Status of development
- Phase in development process:
- Timing for market introduction:
- Actual industrial contacts:
- Actual industrial contracts:
Intellectual Property
- Potential for protection:
- Patents:
- Patent in process:
- Planning for starting patent writing:
- Status in general:
- Geographical coverage:
- External consultant:
Business model
- What is the best business model /organization to approach the market:
- Advantages for the customer (financial/strategic/...):
- Financial plan first 3 to 5 years:
- Remarks (which numbers need more research?):
Already invested effort
- Man-years of development:
- Financial amount:
- Subsidies:
- Investments:
Estimated effort to realize project
- Future planned investments:
- Required number of employees:
- Estimated capital next 3 to 5 years:
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Team
-

CV’s:
Ambition:
Main competences of team members:
Financial and other contribution:

SWOT
- Strengths and weaknesses (internal):
- Opportunities and risks (external):
References
- External parties which can give an objective feedback on the project, the potential
commercialization, the market, team-competences, etc. :
Additional info
- Websites:
- Studies /reports:
- Related organizations:
- …

ACKNOWEDGEMENT : The authors gratefully acknowledge the European Community for financial participation in Collaborative Project EU-PLF KBBE.2012.1.1-02-311825
under the Seventh Framework Programme.
DISCLAIMER : The views expressed in this publication are the sole responsibility of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the European Commission. Neither
the European Commission nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission is responsible for potential uses of this information. The information in this document is provided
with no guarantee or warranty that the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user thereof uses the information at his or her sole risk and liability.
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